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PATH-LIFTING FOR GROTHENDIECK TOPOSES
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(Communicated by Donald Passman)

ABSTRACT. A general path-lifting theorem, which fails in the context of topo-

logical spaces, is shown to hold for toposes, for locales (a slight generalization

of topological spaces), and hence for complete separable metric spaces. This

result generalizes the known fact that any connected locally connected topos

(respectively complete separable metric space) is path-connected.

In [MW] we proved that every connected locally connected topos £ is path-

connected, in the sense that the canonical map

(1) í'-ÍXsf

given by the inclusion of the endpoints {0,1} C J is a surjection (actually, we

showed it to be an open surjection). Here J, the unit interval, is identified with the

topos of sheaves on /, and £I is the "path-space" of £, i.e. there is an equivalence

Homs(7, Sl) - Horns(7xs/,f)

of categories of geometric morphisms over the base topos S, which is natural in 7.

The aim of this note is to point out that a much stronger result can in fact

be proved. Let 7 —► £ be a connected locally connected map of toposes, i.e. 7

is connected and locally connected as an (f-topos (intuitively, the fibers of / are

connected and locally connected). We will prove that for every path a in Í1 and

points t/0)2/i of 7 with /(t/o) = a(0), f(yx) = a(l), there exists a lifting ß G 71 of

a with ß(i) = y i. More precisely, if we form the topos

t1 X(fxsf) (7xs 7)

fxf
of such triples (a, yo, yx) by pulling back 7 x $ 7 —► £ x $ £ along the map in (1),

then the result can be stated as follows.

THEOREM 1. Let 7 —» £ be a connected locally connected map of toposes. Then

the canonical map

7I-*£Ix{£xs£)(7xs7)

given by the map 7l —* £1 induced by f, and 71 —► 7 x$ 7 as in (1), is a stable

surjection.

For the special case of spatial toposes, or equivalently, for the case of spaces (in

the generalized sense of e.g. [JT], otherwise known as locales!) we can do slightly

better.
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THEOREM 2. Let Y —► X be a connected locally connected map of (generalized)

spaces.  Then the canonical map

yi ^x1 x{XxX)(YxY)

is an open surjection.

I conjecture that Theorem 1 can also be strengthened by replacing "stable sur-

jection" with "open surjection."

Finally, it may be worthwhile to state the more down to earth case of metric

spaces explicitly. Recall that an open map Y —» X of topological spaces is locally

0-acyclic if Y has a basis of open sets which intersect all fibers of / in a connected

(if nonempty) set (See [MV]). We will see that the following corollary is just a

special case of Theorem 2, with the base topos S taken as the category of classical

sets.
r

COROLLARY.   Let Y  —> X be a 0-acyclic map of complete separable metric

spaces, and assume f has connected fibers. Let Y1 —+ X1 be the induced map

of function spaces (with the compact-open topology), and let

S = {(a,y0,yx)\a:I^X, a(0) = f(y0), a(l) = f(yx)},

topologized as a subspace of X1 x Y x Y.  Then the map

Y'^S,        ß~(foß,ß(0),ß(l))

is an open surjection.

PRELIMINARIES, NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS. This note is written as a sequel

to [MW], and we assume that the reader is familiar with that paper. All the basic

results and the notation that we use here can be found in §1 of [MW].

1. Reduction to the generic case. The only technically difficult thing to be

proved is the following lemma.

1.1. LEMMA. Let Y —* I be a connected locally connected map of a space Y

into the unit interval I in the base topos S, and let t/o G /_1(0), yx G /-1(1) be

two points ofY. Then there exists an open surjection Q —► S such that in the topos

9, f has a section I —> Y with s(0) = t/o, s(l) = yx. In other words, there is a

commutative diagram of toposes and geometric morphisms:

£ x s {0,1} -Ü2Ä,y

»,''      f

This lemma will be proved in §2.

1.2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let 7 ■£ £ be a connected, locally connected

map of toposes. It suffices to show that for any map Q —* £l X(£Xs£) (7 x¡ 7)

there exists an open surjection )i —» Q and a map )/-»/' such that

n-► 71

« I
9 — £IX(i:xs£)(7xs7)
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commutes. By working in Q, i.e. by replacing S by Ç, we may assume 9 — S (the

map 7 —+ £ remains connected locally connected after this change of base). So

suppose we are given a map I —* £ and two points xo,xx of 7, with /(i¿) = ct(i).

Let Y —► / be a connected locally connected map, where Y is a space (identified

with the corresponding topos Sh(Y)), as in [MW, §1.6]. By extending 5, i.e. by

replacing S with S' where 5' —» S is an open surjection, we may assume that in S

there are points yo,yi G Y with ¡/(y,) = x¿. Consider the pullback of toposes over

h 7

If
i—2—>£

(Z is spatial over S, since Y is spatial over S, so a fortiori over £.) Let ^Oi-^i

be the points of Z with ß{z%) — t/¿, /i(2¿) = i- By Lemma 1.1 there exists an

open surjection X —► S such that in # there is a map / —» Z with h o s = id and

s(¿) = 2¿. Composing with goß and transposing, this gives the map M —> J1

required in (1).    D

1.3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let Y -L X be a connected locally connected

map of spaces. It follows from Theorem 1 that

YI^XIx{XxX)(YxY) = S

is a stable surjection. To prove that Y1 —* S is in fact open, one shows that the

image of a basic open of the form /\"=q[(pí,Pí+i),Uí], where p0 = 0 < px < ■ ■ ■ <

pn = 1 are rationals and (Uo,. ■ ■ ,Un-i) is a chain of opens in Y, is the open

(A"=o1[(P»>Pt+i)>/(£/i)]) X(xxx) (Uo x Un-X) of S. This is completely similar to

[MW, §2.7].    D
1.4. PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. It is observed in [J] that an open map

X —► Y of topological spaces is locally 0-acyclic iff it is locally connected as a

map of (generalized) spaces, or equivalently, as a map of toposes. If X and Y are

complete separable metric spaces in Sets, then the corresponding locales 0(X),

0(Y) are countably presented, and hence so are the locales corresponding to the

exponentials X1, Y1, and the pullback X1 XiXxx) (Y x Y) as generalized spaces.

Consequently, these generalized spaces have enough points [MR], i.e. they coincide

with the corresponding topological spaces. By these general facts, the corollary

follows immediately from Theorem 2.    D

1.5. REMARK ON PATH-CONNECTEDNESS. Note that by taking X = 1 in

Theorem 2, it follows that if F is a connected locally connected space, the map

Y1 —» Y x Y is an open surjection. This is the special case proved in [MW]. As

explained there, the corresponding fact for toposes, stated in the first lines of this

paper, follows easily (cf. [MW, §2.1]).

Similarly, by taking X = 1 in the Corollary, we obtain the old result of K. Menger

and R. L. Moore, saying that all connected and locally connected complete separable

metric spaces are path-connected (for references, see [MW]).    D

2. The generic case. We will now prove Lemma 1.1. A crucial preliminary

result is the following.
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2.1. PROPOSITION. Let Y —» X be a locally connected map of spaces, and let

P be a presentation (a poset with a stable covering system) for X. Then there exists

a presentation Q for Y such that taking direct images induces a function

QÜzlp,        U^f(U) = 3f(U)

with the following property:   Given a cover {Ua}a of U G Q, and V G P with

V < f(Ucx) A f(Uß) for two given indices a and ß, there exists a cover "WofV in

P such that for each W G W there is a chain Ua = Uai,..., Uan = Uß from Ua to

Up in Q with W < f(Uai A Uai+1 ) for i — 1,... ,n — 1 (or more precisely, since P

may not have meets, W < f(Ui) for some C/¿ G P, Ui < Uai A Uai+l). Moreover,

ifY—>X is also a connected map of spaces, we may take /_1(V) G Q for each

f       . /(")
V e P, so Y —► X ts determined by the adjoint pair Q   *±  P.

/-1

PROOF. This is really a special case of Lemma 2.5 from [M]. But it can also

be proved directly, by starting with a molecular presentation of Y, where Y is

considered as an internal space in Sh(P).     D

2.2. REMARK. Intuitively, the elements of Q are the opens of Y all of whose

nonempty fibers are connected. Clearly, we cannot assume that Q is closed under

unions of chains, i.e. we need not have (U, U' G Q) and Pos(UAU') => (UVU' G Q).

It is easy to see, however, that when Q comes from a molecular presentation of Y

in Sh(P), it has the following property.

(1) If U, V e Q with Pos(U A V) and f(U A V) = f(U) A f(V), then U\/V eQ.
Moreover, it will hold that

(2) if U e Q, V e P and V < f(U), then U A f-\V) G Q.    G

2.3. Proof of Lemma 1.1. Let Y —► / be a connected, locally connected map

of spaces in S, and let P be the presentation of I by rational intervals. (As in

[MW], we take (p, q) to stand for [p, q) if p = 0, and for (p, q] if q = 1.) Let Q be a

presentation for F as in 2.1, coming from an internal molecular presentation of F

in Sh(P); so (1) and (2) of 2.2 will hold. Thus /: F -> / is induced by the adjoint
pair

Z"1

and Q is molecular since P is (cf. also [M, lemma in §4]).

We now proceed in the style of [MW, §2.4 and 2.5]. First of all, by replacing S

by an (open surjective) extension S' —> S of S, we may assume that we have the

following enumerations:

(i) for each U G Q, (U„(U)\ n G N) enumerates the covers of U in Q;

(ii) (Nn(y0)\ n G N) and (Nn(yx)\ n G N) enumerate the elements of Q which

contain j/o and yx, respectively,

just as in [MW, §2.4].

We now build a tree T of pairs of finite sequences

((V/", •• . > Vfcfm^m^niCPoV • ■ iPT(m))m<n),
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where each (Vxm,...,Vf}.) is a chain in Q from y0 to yx, and 0 = p™ < Pi* <

• • • < Pwm\ = 1 are rationals, such that

(a) for each m < n, {Po",... ,p^(m)} C {pg*+1,. ..,P^+i)}> and the chain

(Vxm+1,...,V™++1)) refines (Vxm,... ,V™(m)) accordingly, i.e. for 1 < i < k(m),

Kj<k(m + 1), (pf+x\pf+1) C (pT-X,PT) -*• ̂m+1 < Vr,
(b) for each m' < m < n and each j < k(m), Vf is contained in an element of

Ut(Vf') for each / < n, where i < k(m') is the index with (pf_x,pf) C (p™',,?™');
(c) Vxm is contained in N¡(zo) for each / < m, and V5) is contained in N¡(zx)

for each I < m;

(d) given 1< i < k(m), suppose p™*1 = pT-^pf+k = P? (so (pf+xl ,pf+1), • • •,

(p^-V-i'Pi+V) are a11 contained in (p™Lx,p™), and accordingly VJm+1 V ■•• V

Vjlt1 < V™ (see (a) above)). Then Vf+l < V¡2X (unless j + k = k(m + 1),

i.e. i = k(m));

(e) for 1 < t < j < k < k(m), f(Vf V • • • V Vf) A f(Vfx V ■ ■ ■ Wfcm) =

f((Vf V • ■ • y Vf1) A (Vflx V • ■ • V Vkm));
(f) for i = 1,... ,k(m), EpfL^pJ"] < f(Vtm), i.e., there are rationals r,r', r <

PT-X <PT < r', with (r,r') < f(Vf).
We claim that by molecularity of P and Q, and by 2.2, 2.3 above, any pair of

sequences satisfying (a)-(f) can be extended to a longer one. To see this, suppose

we are given ((Vxm,..., Vkmm))m<n, (pó"> • • •.P^jlmi«) as above. Cover each Vf

(j = 1,. ■., k(n)) by a common refinement IVj of the covers Un+x(Vft) (m < n, im <

k(m) the index such that (p"_ x, p") C (p™ _,, p™ )). Choose W 3 t/o in Q such that

Wx < some element of ~WX and Wx < Nn+X(y0), and similarly choose Wk(n) 9 yx in

Q such that Wk<n) < some element of ~Wk(n) and Wk^ < Nn+X(y0). Wx and Wk(n)

having been chosen, also fix for each of j < k(n) a Wj G "Wj and a Wj+X G "Wj+i

which have positive intersection. This can be done by molecularity of Q. Moreover,

we choose Wj and Wj+X in such a way that there is a U} G Q with

(1) U, < W3    and    Uj < WJ+X    and   p] e f(U0),

since by (e) and (f), p7} G f(Vf A Vf+X).

p"0 = 0 ?1 pI /»g = l
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So 0 = pg g f(Wx), pn e f(Wj A W]+x) (0 < j < k(n)), and 1 = pnk(n) e

f(Wk(n))- Since / is an open surjection, there are for each j, 1 < j < k(n), opens

WJ=0[,...,Oli=Wj

in "Wj such that (f(0{),..., f(03u.)) is a chain in P from p"_j to pf

By Proposition 2.1 we can find rational intervals (q\, r\),..., (q^ _x, rJu _x) with

P"-i <q{<r{<--< q3U]_x < r3Uj_x < p?        {j = 1,..., k(n)),

and for each s < u3 a chain

(2) 0¡=OitX,...,Oits}=Ol+x

in Wj from 0{ to 0¿+1 (s = 1, ...,Uj - 1) with iqi,r¡) < f(0>a¿ A 0Jst+1) for each

s < Uj and t < ts¿.

By 2.2(2), we can refine this chain (2) by letting

As,t = Oa,t A /_1(9¿,t,<t), 1< t < ts<j,   1 < S < Uj,

Ki=°l*r1(P?-i>r{)=WjAf-1(Pj-_x,r{),

4,t. = Oí A f-\ql,ri+x) = Ai+hX, 1< s < u3 - 1,

<-i,S._, = Oi. A rHl^-uPj) = Wj A rl(<-i,*>ä?)-

So now we have for each j = 1,..., k(n) a chain

i^) ^l,li^l,2' ••• '-^l.ti  = -™2,l'-^2,2' ■ • • !^tij-l,tu  _i

withilí,1<»V.<-i,*.J_,<»ri-

To define (V""1"1,. •., ^^+1)) we take the chains (3)J, one after the other, but

with an open inserted, to "glue" the (3)J-chain to the (3)J+1 one, as follows. Fix

j, 1 < j < k(n), and choose rationals üj,bj with

(4) ríí-i<oj< P] < bj < qj+l     and     (o,-,b}) < f(U3),

Bj=UjAf-1(aj,bj),        l<j<k(n),

and define (Vxn+1,..., V^+j^ to be the chain

(5) (S)1,Bx,Bx,(3)2,B2,B2,...,(3)k^-1,Bk{n)_x,Bk{n)_x,(3)k^,

where (3)3 abbreviates the chain in formula (3)J above.

Finally, we define the rationals (pg+1 ,..., P^+i) )' refining the sequence (pg,...,

Pn<n))- ^0r eacn 3 = *' ■ • ■ ' ^(n) and s = 1,..., Uj■ — 1, we have a chain (A^ t| 1 <

t < taj) over the interval (qa,r3a), and we subdivide this interval into íS)¿ - 2 pieces

accordingly: take rationals cl t: 1 < t < ta,j — 1 with

(6)5 9¿<<2<-;-<<t.,J-2<^'-

To refine (pg,... ,p£(n)), we replace (p"_!,p") for 1< j < fc(n) by

(7), (P?-i,6i-i,(6)í,...,(6)Í/_1,oi,jC)>
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where (6)5 abbreviates the (iaj — l)-tuple in formula (6)5 above; for y = 1, j = kin),

we replace ÍPo,pn) and (Pwn)_;pPw„)) respectively by a sequence as in (7)¿, but

without the ctj and the bj-%.

This, finally, defines ({V?+1,..., Vf+l^), (pg+1,... ,pnk^+x))). We leave it to

the reader to check that (a)-(f) are indeed satisfied.

After this rather tedious part of the proof, we can finish quite straightforwardly,

just as in [MW]. By Lemma C of §1.6 of that paper, there is an open surjection

9 —► S in which the tree T has an infinite branch. We replace S by Q, and work

in 9 with this fixed branch:

((Vf, ..., Vkmm))meN, (po\ . . . ,Pfc(m))m€N)-

Using this branch, we can define a map s:I —* Y of generalized spaces by the

function

s*: Q - Oil),    S*{U) = \/{ipf,pf)[ j < j' and Vf_x V • • • V Vf < U}.

Then just as in [MW] it follows easily from (a)-(e) that s* preserves A and V> and

that s(0) = t/0) s(l) = î/i- (By condition (e), sups of the form Vf_x V • • • V Vf are

in Q (cf. 2.2)-this is used to prove that s* preserves A. In [MR], sups of chains

were automatically elements of the presentation.)

Finally, we have to show that s is a section of /, i.e., / o s is the identity on /.

But by condition (f), we have Vf/ G Q s_1(í/) = s*(U) < fiU), so in particular

(8) wgp ifoSy\v) = s-1r1iv)<frliv) = v.

But in any topos, the (formal) unit interval / is a Tx-space, in the appropriate sense

of generalized spaces (see e.g. [F]), i.e.

p
(9) for any pair Xri/of maps of generalized spaces,

W e Oil) ip^iV) < ip~liV) implies <p = t¡).

So for our particular case we conclude that / o s = id.

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.1.
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